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Introduction 

Superannuation is a rapidly expanding behemoth 

that is bound to reshape the landscape of corporate 

Australia. Described by Morgan Stanley CEO James 

Gorman as a ‘stroke of genius’ that has ‘set Australia 

up with a level of stability that is the envy of most 

of the world’, super continues to underpin the 

economy and control much more than what meets 

the eye. This Monthly Insights Piece will present an 

introduction to its trillion-dollar world, as well as 

analyse investment trends and topical facets.  

 

Superannuation fundamentals 
 

‘Superannuation’ refers to the system in Australia 

under which working employees, through their 

employers, are required to contribute a portion of 

their earned funds towards a balance that will 

eventually provide a stream of retirement income. 

Fundamentally, super can be likened to a bank 

account contributed to over a long period of time, 

the funds of which may not be withdrawn unless 

strict criteria are met. This form of employment 

funded pension took its modern shape in the 1980s, 

when a due national pay increase was agreed to be  

 
 

foregone and instead put in newly established 

industry funds, increasing the coverage of super for 

employees to over 60% by 1990. This expanded to 

90%1 during the 1990s as the Government 

introduced the Superannuation Guarantee which 

required all employers to provide contributions into 

nominated super accounts of their employees.  

 

In its current form, an employer will mandatorily 

pay 9.5% of an individual’s taxable income into their 

nominated superannuation account (applicable to 

temporary residents as well), which will often be 

held with a large industry fund or financial 

institution. These holders will pool funds from their 

members and invest in various assets to generate a 

return and grow funds over time. Alternatively, a 

Self Managed Superannuation Fund (SMSF) may 

also be set up, in which investment decisions are 

made by the individual, requiring sound financial 

knowledge and the preparation of various 

statements. Additional to required contributions, 

one may make voluntary contributions (currently 

$25,000 p.a.) or salary sacrifices to their super, 

receiving significant tax benefits, such as taxable 

income reduction and lower tax relating to 

investment, for doing so. Over time, these returns 

SUPERANNUATION 
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enhanced by tax benefits and sound financial 

management often amount to significant increases 

in the retirement ‘nest egg’, which can be generally 

accessed when an individual is retired and has 

reached the age of 55.  
 

 
Compound interest and tax-attractive returns make super 

one of the top performing investments one can make, 

incentivising even further contributions. Source: WA Super2 

 

To this day, countless debates have been had 

questioning whether the existence of super is 

justified. At its core, the system was designed with 

Australia’s rapidly growing ageing population in 

mind; considering this trend, the Government was 

aware that corresponding age pensions would be 

unfeasible in future. Furthermore, Australian 

discretionary consumption habits – and poor or 

non-existent investment habits – meant that many 

individuals were left with very little retirement 

savings, adding further burden on the Government 

as well as increasing inflation due to greater 

spending and less saving. Budgetary savings due to 

super meant that more investment (through both 

the Government and funds held in super) could be 

directed towards stimulating the Australian 

economy and increasing the standard of living 

across the country. Despite inceptively 

controversial, the system has flourished to have 

assets of over $2.7 trillion3, becoming a powerful 

feature of the Australian political and economic 

landscape.  

 

In spite of its constantly critiqued fees, compulsory 

nature, complexity and frequent changes, our 

superannuation system is one that is admired by 

many nations globally. Its success is evidenced by 

the Melbourne Mercer Global Pension Index 

(MMGPI), which ranks the retirement income 

systems of over 35 countries annually, analysing 

over 50 indicators4. In 2019, the system ranked 

third behind the Netherlands and Denmark5, 

scoring extremely highly on factors such as 

Integrity, Sustainability and Adequacy; all the while 

the system became the third-fastest-growing 

pension system in the world behind India and 

China6, which have relatively small and 

underdeveloped systems. 

 

Investment through Super  

The four main types of super fund types existing are 

public sector funds, SMSFs, retail funds and 

industry funds. Despite having only 1.1 million 

accounts, SMSF assets comprise a significant 

portion of total super assets, hovering around 25%. 

This is generally due to wealthy investors seeking 

independence over their investments and to access 

alternate asset classes such as property. The age 

group for SMSFs is heavily skewed towards older 

individuals (75% over 507) as the costs of SMSF 

reporting (accountants, tax advisors, lawyers) are 

unjustifiable for those with a relatively small super 

balance (<$200,000). Historically, SMSFs have on 

average failed to perform as well as industry or 

super funds, given that these funds employ skilled 

investment managers to choose assets to invest in 

as opposed to a do-it-yourself approach.  

 

Further differentiation is offered through the 

choice of a retail fund or an industry fund. Industry 

funds operate for employees in specific industries 

and are not-for-profit or mutual funds, meaning 

that profits made from investments are returned 

directly to members. Conversely, retail super funds 

are run by financial institutions, which operate on a 

for-profit basis to provide returns for both 

shareholders and fund members.  

In terms of asset allocation, funds generally give 

members four different approaches to portfolios, 

with varying discretion regarding individual 
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investments. As it is best practice to vary 

investment style depending on one’s financial 

objectives and risk tolerance, for example investing 

in high-growth assets when you are young and do 

not have your retirement at stake, managers often 

allow members to select from growth, balanced, 

conservative and cash approaches to investments. 

Due to equities and property being relatively more 

risky – compensated by additional average return – 

as compared to fixed interest or cash, growth 

portfolios conventionally contain a high proportion 

of the latter assets. Each option’s average asset 

allocation is depicted below8: 
 

 
In spite of having an ageing population – corresponding to a 

more conservative weighting – most Australians opt for 

balanced options (90% for Australian Super9). Alongside 

these traditional approaches, funds are increasingly realising 

their influence with regard to social issues and now offer 

socially aware options as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The industry, although having experienced recent 

consolidation, is still crowded with skewed risk-

return rankings that are favourable to the top 

funds. Whilst not reflective of fund popularity, the 

following table10 provides a simple ranking of 

selected super fund portfolio options by risk-

adjusted returns (utilising Sharpe Ratio) as well as 

the fund’s market share: 
 

 

Given relatively volatile performance of growth options, 

balanced options have frequently outperformed other 

options over a long time-horizon, winning the favourability 

of the Australian population. Source: SuperRatings & 

IBISWorld. Returns to over 7 years to 30 June 2020. 

 

Interestingly, super funds are some of the largest 

investors in the country – over 50%11 of the total 

Australian share market is owned by the sector 

amongst dominance in other classes, generating 

notable economic and political power. 
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Royal Commission Impacts 

In 2018, the Royal Commission into Misconduct in 

the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services 

Industry was held, established by the Australian 

Government. Whilst not as heavily criticised as the 

big four banks and wealth managers, there existed 

fundamental issues within the superannuation 

industry that were severely detrimental to member 

interests. In summary, these issues included but 

were not limited to:                                                         a 

 

 

 

- Conflicts of interest in recommending 

investment options and remuneration for 

referrals 

- Breaking of Superannuation laws 

- Misrepresentation and lack of information in 

regard to options, such as low-fee claims and 

fees for no service 

- High fees and investment discrepancies 

- General spending of members’ money 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Many scenarios showcased additional flaws to the 

structural problems outlined, including 

Commonwealth Bank-owned Colonial First State 

breaking superannuation laws 15,000 times in 

missing a deadline to reclassify accounts12; 

discrepancies in investment for certain 

conservative asset classes – for example, clients of 

AMP losing money through investing in the safest 

asset class of them all, cash13; and the CEO of 

Hostplus spending member money on lavish 

dinners for staff and employer entertainment14. 

 

In releasing the Final Report15 of the year-long 

inquiry, Commissioner Kenneth Hayne provided 9 

recommendations concerning the superannuation 

industry which will undoubtedly continue to have 

far-reaching effects long into the future. These 

recommendations are provided on the next page. 

 

RECENT TRENDS 
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Commissioner’s Superannuation Recommendations 

Recommendation 

number 
Name Description 

3.1 No other role or office 

Firms managing super should be prohibited from 

assuming any obligations outside of those relating to 

the management of the fund – this aims to reduce 

conflicts of interest 

3.2 
No deducting advice fees from 

MySuper accounts 

Firms should not be permitted to deduct fees for 

Government recommended and standardised low-fee 

accounts 

3.3 
Limitations on deducting advice fees 

from choice accounts 

Deduction of advice fees from super accounts is only 

permitted subject to increased requirements of 

communication and agreement from the member 

3.4 No hawking 

Unsolicited offer or sale of super to those who are not 

retail clients – previously firms were cold-calling 

potential members 

3.5 One default account 

A member should have only one default account to 

avoid multiple fees being charged – an implementation 

to increase savings from account consolidation 

3.6 No treating of employers 

Funds should be prohibited from engaging in certain 

acts that notably encourage employees of a certain 

organisation to nominate the fund as their default 

fund 

3.7 
Civil penalties for breach of 

covenants and like obligations 

Increased litigation avenues for breaches of contracts, 

holding individuals and firms more liable for 

dishonesty and fraud 

3.8 
Adjustment of APRA and ASIC’s 

roles 

APRA and ASIC roles to be adjusted to encourage 

enforcement action and co-regulate the super industry 

3.9 Accountability regime 

Provisions modelled on the Banking Executive 

Accountability Regime (BEAR) should be extended to 

super funds 

As a result of the scathing findings of the Royal 

Commission, the Government subsequently sought 

the advice of the Productivity Commission (PC), a 

body that analyses economic, social and 

environmental issues affecting the welfare of 

Australians16. Engaged to assess efficiency and 

competitiveness, the PC found that the industry 

still possesses flaws of redundant fees through 

multiple accounts and entrenched 

underperformers, to the acute detriment of 

everyday Australians. These issues are modelled as 

costing members $3.8B a year17 and were found to 

be a direct result of inadequate competition, 

governance and regulation. 

 

The findings of the Royal Commission and 

Productivity Commission unveiled notable 

discrepancies of performance across funds – the 

larger funds generally achieved high returns, 

however a significant amount of products were 

found to underperform and these products often 

originated from mid-sized funds. This discovery, 

increased regulatory powers and scrutiny, reviews 

of high fees, as well as increases in operating 

expenses are expected to push many players out of 

the market or to consolidate; a recent KPMG report 

predicted that total number of APRA regulated 

funds will shrink by 60% (across all fund types) and 

SMSFs to grow by 30%18. One compelling depiction 

presented in the PC review was that sub-scale 

funds charge members around double the annual 

fees of larger funds (upwards of 500,000 members), 

arguing that joining a fund with appropriate scale 

may lead to a worker being $45,000 better off at 

retirement. These unsustainable practices leave 

many market participants predicting a landscape 

involving only three to five mega-funds existing in 

future, indicating significant industry consolidation 

and turbulence for times ahead. 
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COVID-19 Impacts 

Only heightening the pain experienced as a result 

of the Royal Commission, COVID-19 has ravaged 

through the super industry driving much-needed 

structural review with many believing that now may 

be a tipping point for many funds. There are two 

major driving forces underpinning the large issues 

that loom: lower returns from certain asset classes, 

as well as the implications of the government-

introduced program of early super release.  

 

There are obvious economic impairments due to 

Covid-19 on super fund performance, especially 

given that almost 70% of funds in the most popular 

portfolio approaches are held in equities and 

property; official data reveals that the entire 

industry took a $208B hit due to March’s equities 

losses19. Further, factoring in a potential recession, 

unemployment, lower contribution levels, lower 

long-run fund earnings and reduced population 

growth, the effects of the pandemic are not 

predicted to be short-lived. A study conducted by 

Rainmaker Information found that these factors,  

alongside early super releases, may contribute to 

$3T less of super-held assets by 2040. The model  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

used does however utilise fairly conservative and 

bearish assumptions, and should the economy 

recover rapidly the gap may be reduced 

considerably. An ancillary effect of global volatility 

is that funds giving members more discretion over 

specific investments may have more members 

switching from growth assets to more defensive 

options, which may not be in the best interests of 

the member or fund as it crystallises losses. 

 

 
 

Rainmaker Information forecasts that super assets and their 

future growth have been heavily impaired by COVID-19 due 

to recessional factors. 
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Further to economic returns, the Government’s 

early release of super program has unleashed 

substantial headwinds upon the industry. As of the 

16th of August, over $31.7B of early super has been 

paid through allowing individuals to withdraw a 

maximum of $20,000 spread across two payments. 

With an average payment of $7,68620, over 1.9 

million Australians applied for one release, and 1.2 

million applied for two, and this figure is expected 

to balloon even further having already exceeded 

treasury forecasts. Young people are expected to 

feel the effects the most, with some estimates 

stating a $20,000 withdrawal may leave a 25-year-

old $100,000 worse off in retirement. From a 

superannuation fund’s perspective, releases put 

significant pressure on cash flow and liquidity 

(funds only have five business days to process 

payments which has generally been adhered to 

given Royal Commission scrutiny), exacerbated by 

lower contributions as unemployment rises. An 

assessment of average net cash flows over the past 

five years suggests 25 of Australia’s 92 funds are 

currently in negative cashflow21, with the younger 

funds being seen as holding the most risk. The 

effects of the scheme may require funds to 

completely overhaul or at least augment short-term 

investment strategies which may prove problematic 

if unlisted and illiquid assets comprise a significant 

portion of their portfolios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fearing these issues on the horizon, many funds 

have turned to the RBA requesting liquidity to 

handle the crisis. Whilst these issues permeated 

through the sector, senior figures from larger funds 

such as David Murray – former Chairman of AMP – 

commented that super funds should be a force for 

financial stability and that any fund requiring 

external liquidity was not following a more 

traditional, conservative liability management 

approach22, to the detriment of members. The 

request was also rejected by superannuation 

minister Jane Hume, commenting that providing 

liquidity may later facilitate future moral hazard as 

the injector is effectively contributing to ensuing 

riskier portfolios and mismanagement. In April, the 

RBA governor Philip Lowe confirmed that no 

liquidity support will be given for funds. 
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Other recent trends 

Whilst COVID-19 and the recent Inquiries are 

bound to fundamentally change the 

superannuation landscape, there exist various other 

interesting trends on the horizon for the sector 

given its sheer size and influence. A small number 

are briefly discussed below. 

 

Private Equity Increases 

 

As the pandemic and recent inquiries will sharpen 

super’s focus on reducing costs and deploying 

capital, funds are expected to more than double 

their private equity exposure over the next five 

years23, increasing their allocation from 4.6% to 

7.5%. This means that an extra $105B could flow 

into the private equity industry (internationally; 

6.5B domestically), with super also increasing the 

level of involvement they have in investments 

through taking a direct approach to circumvent high 

commissions and management fees paid to private 

equity outfits. 

 

One way that super has taken a more direct 

approach in private equity assets of late is through 

the use of stub equity in a held public company that 

is being purchased. In essence, to take a company 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

private, you must have less than 50 non-employee 

shareholders. A company looking to buyout 

another firm and take it private generally should not 

have the option of offering scrip in the private 

company, as it is likely that more than 50 

shareholders will accept the offer. To circumvent 

this condition, firms have used a loophole that 

creates a new vehicle for the takeover, whose scrip 

is held by one custodian that holds it on 

shareholders’ behalf. The use of a custodian means 

that the holding company would have less than 50 

shareholders. Superannuation is affected by this 

given their large pre-takeover stakes; firms such as 

Australian Super have even made agreements with 

private equity firms – such as BGH Capital on their 

failed bid for Healthscope last year – to continue to 

hold a stake in the private company following 

purchase, allowing for private equity returns absent 

of a management fee. 

 

The stub equity custodian structure has 

significantly less reporting obligations, more power 

for private equity and does not need to provide the 

same level (if any) of disclosure as public 

companies. ASIC has been critical of the use of stub 

equity sweeteners in M&A recently as it may 

disadvantage retail shareholders. Whilst super does 

have notably more power than retail investors, this 

may be a risk influencing investment decisions in 
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future. Albeit unlikely, one regulator-driven 

solution for stub equity may be to allow tiered 

equity offerings to large super shareholders only, 

successfully excluding retail investors and the use 

of current-form stub equity. 

 

Additional to private equity, another emerging 

asset class is Venture Capital, which offers 

extremely attractive returns and is expected to 

grow as Australia increases its technology outputs. 

An example of these partnerships is Hostplus and 

Australian Super teaming up with Square Peg 

Capital, initial investors in unicorns such as Canva 

and Airwallex. 

 

Activist Investing 

 

Considering the sheer size of super, as well as 

expectations of their owning of half the Australian 

sharemarket by 2030 and nearly two-thirds by 

204024, it is clear that super has a powerful voice 

through capital backing. Despite being considered 

‘sleepy’ – not actively participating in enterprise 

matters, due to long investment horizons and 

passive fund management – recent discourse 

provide testimonial to some funds waking up, 

underpinning an uptick in shareholder activism. 

Funds generally haven’t instigated activism, 

however activists such as hedge funds and portfolio 

managers have been significantly more successful 

in mobilising billions of dollars of institutional 

capital due to big funds being more willing to work 

with them to unlock corporate value25.  

 

Additional to increasing the prospect of 

underperforming companies being taken private – 

which may complement their agenda of increased 

private equity portfolio allocation – super-

underscored activism has placed significant 

pressure on boards to act in the interests of 

shareholders in all contentious circumstances and 

more recently, make more ethical decisions. A 

topical example of this is AMP’s senior leadership 

changes, which would likely not have occurred in 

the absence of intense institutional shareholder 

pressure.  

 

Super has also delved into social activism, with 

funds having previously threatened the 

investments of companies which do not act on 

issues such as climate change and equality. This, 

alongside the funds that super have in responsible 

and sustainable investment, may provide significant 

positive benefits for society considering these 

decisions are capital-backed. Despite this, there has 

been government pushback as fund interests have 

seen them opportunistically increase their public 

profile by applying pressure on relatively small 

decisions that were conservatively made by a 

corporation’s internal parties, threatening the very 

nature of corporate decision-making. 

 

Super Guarantee Rise 

 

A topic of much debate of late has been raising the 

9.5% superannuation guarantee (employers having 

to contribute more than 9.5% of total wages to 

super) incrementally to 12% by 2025, which 

directly benefits super by increasing its funds under 

management. Prior to COVID-19, the rise formed 

one of the current government’s election 

commitments however experienced reform 

through delayed implementation and a review of 

the promise due to the pandemic. Behind the 

Government’s decision to push a scheduled 10% 

rise from July 2020 to July 2021 – supported by the 

likes of Philip Lowe and unions – were that 

increasing the guarantee would reduce wage 

growth, cut consumer spending and potentially cost 

jobs; the RBA and Grattan Institute research 

estimates about 80% of rises in compulsory super 

are traded off for lower wage growth26.  

 

The opposing viewpoint, supported by Labor and 

super funds, are that retirement savings are 

negatively impacted and the opportunity of super 

underpinning the strength of the Australian 

economy is impaired. Labor pointed to data that 

estimates the cost to a 30-year-old couple is 

$150,000 to $200,000 in retirement savings27 if the 

rises aren’t implemented, with each 0.5% increment 

increasing inflow into super by roughly $5B per 

year. Furthermore, broader perspectives are held 

that concern long-term national savings; some 

expect the increases to underpin ongoing 

accumulation of international assets that pay 

interest and dividends to Australians, assisting the 

country in transitioning to a net creditor country. 

This is significant as Australia will likely be less 

vulnerable to economic shocks and experience 

higher gross national income (GNI).  

 

The debate continues to be polarising and will be a 

topic of significant prominence in the near future. 
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Conclusion 
 

Our large and expanding superannuation industry is fundamental to our country’s economic prosperity and has 

experienced significant change in recent times. Fund ethics and governance have been heavily scrutinised during 

2018’s Royal Commission and 2019’s Productivity Commission, demanding substantial reform and propelling 

the prospect of consolidation in the near future. COVID-19 and reactionary Government policy have also had 

pronounced effects on the sector, requiring an overhaul of investment strategies and liquidity management from 

many funds. Despite these adverse operating conditions, Australia’s ‘gem’ envied by the Western world will 

continue to adapt and exhibit versatility making it an exciting domain to observe in the tumultuous nonetheless 

defining times ahead.   
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